GET TWISTY

Our Superheroes are going to challenge you to create some beautiful twisted designs to match your marmite twists!

Curriculum Links
Maths
Art

YOU WILL NEED
Pencil, Rubber, Coloured pens and/or pencils, Rulers, Compass (or string tied to pencil and a pin), Paper, String.

KS1 ACTIVITY

Design 1: Draw the biggest circle you can on a piece of paper. With a pencil, mark the very centre of your circle. From the middle point in your circle, draw a big swirl with your pencil until you reach the edge of the circle. Colour in your swirl with colouring pencils and pens (we like to colour in both sides). With a grown ups supervision, cut out your circle, then cut along your swirl line. The tie on edge of your paper to a piece of string and hang up in your house.

KS2 ACTIVITIES

Design 2: Draw a perfect square using your ruler. Then lightly draw a cross through the middle point at right angles. Draw a new square inside the first one by matching up the points. Keep repeating this inside the new square. Then colour in your picture!

Design 3: Use your compass to draw a quarter of a circle. Shorten your compass by a third and draw another quarter circle. Keep going until you have a shell shape. Colour in and decorate!

REMEMBER TO TAKE A PICTURE OF YOUR DESIGN AND POST IT ONLINE USING THESE HASHTAGS
#SUPERYUMMY #SIMPLYDELICIOUS